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MOMBASHA PARK MONTHLY REPORT
TO:

Supervisor Cardone, Town Board

From: Ann Marie Morris
Re: August Activity Report
Date: August 1-31, 2018
The maintenance department continued mowing and maintaining the park, despite the weather — it
was either raining some parts of most days and/or temperatures were in the high 9~s. The fields were

prepped with leagues starting up again early September.

The soccer field has been closed mid-August to date to allow the MW Soccer Club to perform some
donated field maintenance which includes power seeding many areas that were bare dirt due to field
play and usage. Closing allows the seed to take hold. Although this not the easiest of conditions to try
to grow grass, the irrigation system finally working gives it a fighting chance. Desp;te the signage
placed on the fence and locking all access to field, I have had to ask people to leave the field multiple
times. Fertilization should start to take place next month once cooler temps prevail.
Moving forward on the repair to the irrigation system, the focus is now to repair the leaks inside the
facility building. It is a long process for the vendor to locate and repair. The highway department has
been extremely busy with summer's demanding projects. We hope to open the buried water line
outside the building in early September between the building and baseball field.
Began review of budget for next year to adequately fund lines for much needed projects and continue
to improve park conditions.
Ahw Mari,

